
History – Tudors 

Local history – study of Tudor life.

Children will question change, cause, 

similarity, difference and significance of 

events.

Pupils with develop a chronologically secure 

understanding of the Tudor period. 

Geography: Coasts

Children will use their learning of physical 

and human features of a coastal city and 

compare and contrast with the environment of 

a natural coastline. Links to habitats and 

species will be made with science.  Mapping 

skills will be developed to enable mapping of 

a natural coastal environment. In addition, 

during a class debate, children will consider 

and evaluate different viewpoints;

French: What do you like to eat?
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God’s World

Mathematics:

White Rose Maths - online home learning

Fractions - adding fractions with the same 

denominator and calculating fractions of 

quantities.

Decimals  - looking again at 10th and 100th 

and how to multiply and divide numbers by 10 

and 100 to create decimal numbers. 

comparing ordering and rounding decimals to 

2 decimal places. 

Money  - looking at the pounds and pence in 

money notation, comparing amounts and 

problem solving with money. 

Statistics - interpreting charts and line graphs

Geometry and Measures - angles, shape 

families, position and direction ong grids.

Science: Living things and their habitats 

Children will explore and use classification 

keys to help group, identify and name a variety 

of living things in their local and wider 

environment. They will use their writing skills 

to create information texts, using their findings.

Music - Exploring instruments of the 

orchestra, composers and the inter-related 

dimensions of music.

PE:  Jasmine; home online use of the same 

PE programme we use in school. 

At this time of year we also do Athletics, so a 

focus on running and throwing is usual. 

RE Building Bridges  

Children will explore how bridges of friendship 

and love are made with ourselves and God. 

They will learn about the Sacrament of 

Reconciliation, confessing our sins and 

seeking forgiveness. They will become 

familiar with religious words like forgiveness, 

contrition, confession and absolution.  

Sikhism -. Learning about the Sikh faith –

beliefs, traditions and sacred symbols.

PSHE & C - Changes

Knowing myself. Understanding my own 

feelings and those of others. Setting goals for 

the future.

English:  

Non-Chronological reports

Children will use their paragraph skills, 

presentation features and technical vocabulary 

to organise  information into reports to 

communicate facts and interesting points 

about living things and their habitats (science 

link) and environmental issues (class text 

Genie in a bottle). 

Sentence Work:  Revising subordinating and 

coordinating conjunctions, difference between 

plural and singular possessive apostrophes, 

present perfect tense, noun phrases and 

adverbials.  Linking between paragraphs and 

making decisions as an author.                    

Speaking and Listening:

Gain, maintain the interest of the listener; 

consider and evaluate different viewpoints; 

maintain attention and participate actively in 

collaborative conversations, staying on topic 

and initiating and responding to comments.

Art: Sculpting Drawing inspiration from 

famous artists’ depiction of animals 

throughout history, focusing on sculptor Nick 

Mackman’s 3D designs. Year 4 will design 

and create a model of an animal, making 

links to animals and their habitats in Science.

Computing – Coding and E-Safety -

Develop their understanding of loops, 

conditionals, and events. Beyond coding, 

students learn about digital citizenship and E-

Safety.


